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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

This is a systematic review on the Adverse Event by FDA after SNS for FI. The paper is overall well 

written, with tables and figures helping in the assessment of results. An advice to the authors is to 

structure Table 1 including in the first column the name of the first author of the study. In Figures 1-2, 

the names of the first author should replace the name of the journals.  My major concern on this 

review is the confusion or miss-understanding regarding the terminology "ADVERSE EVENTS". In 

my opinion, authors should limit their review and analysis of the results to the complications due to 

the device (infection, pain, pocket erosion) that may need re-intervention.  Lack of benefit, not 

strictly related to complications after placement of the device, should not be considered adverse event. 

Programming problems are not adverse event, but part of the treatment. As well lack of benefit with 

time, are not adverse event, but should be considered as long-term outcome or results.  We strongly 

recommend the authors to limit or to focus their review to the "TRUE" adverse events, in order to 

avoid the wrong message that SNS is related to a HIGH RATE of complications. 
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

This is a very well conducted sistematic review on adverse events in sacral neuromodulation.  The 

only but very important flaw is that authors consider reprogramming sessions and replacement of 

depleted neurostimulator as adverse events. These events belong to the natural history of this 

therapy and they must not be compared to infective or painful complications. This is the reason 

because complications' and reoperative rate is so high and it could lead to wrong and inaccurate final 

conclusions. I recommend authors to separe data regarding real complications from normal 

"maintenance" events in the selected series (if possible) to achieve actual and effective conclusions.
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

Well written systematic review few changes should be made- especially regarding what is true 

adverse event and what is the natural history of SNS 
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